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In Patriotic Pluralism, Jeffrey Mirel aims to achieve
two objectives: renew the scholarly work on Americanization education and sketch the long-ignored response
of immigrants to policies of Americanization. In this
book, Americanization education refers to any educational research or programs, with or without the consultation of immigrants, whose purpose was to instill in immigrant children and adults “proper” American values.
To do so, he examines three different sets of primary
sources: published works and transcripts of speeches
on Americanization, programs offered by public schools
to the immigrant population, and the foreign language
press. In chapters 1 and 2, Mirel challenges the widely
accepted consensus that programs of Americanization
were a mere domestic application of cultural imperialism. This scholarly consensus has so far implied that
politicians, educationalists, and intellectuals had wished
to see recent immigrants to the United States give up
their cultural backgrounds to fully accept and take on values shared by U.S. citizens: cleanliness, proficiency in English, loyalty to democratic principles, and participation
in political life.[1] Mirel believes that this scholarly work
has undermined the complexity and variety of philosophies that “educators, journalists, politicians, public intellectuals, and some prominent members of the growing
immigrant communities” have engendered during the debate over Americanization education (p. 25).

that Mirel identifies within the debate on Americanization education: “assimilationists,” “amalgamationists,”
“ethnic nationalists,” and “civic nationalists.” Assimilationists admonished immigrants to erase their home culture and “embrace the culture of the New” (p. 25). They
have been at the forefront of previous research to the
point where, Mirel argues, scholars believed they were
the only proponents of Americanization education. To
be distinguished from assimilationists were the “cultural
pluralists,” who saw value in cultural diversity as long
as the ultimate U.S. lifestyle and values prevailed (p. 15).
Mirel often affiliates them with civic nationalists who believed that a nation should not be based on the country
of birth of its citizens but on the willingness of the citizens to embrace a common political philosophy. Later
in this chapter, Mirel defines the amalgamationists as being the proponents of the concept of the melting pot, i.e.,
that the blend of populations would result in a unique,
“robust” nation (p. 33). At last, Mirel uses interchangeably ethnic nationalists with racial restrictionists. While
Mirel succeeds in questioning previous scholars’ imprecise understanding of discourse pushing for Americanization, his categories often overlap with each other suggesting that the diversity of discourses that he claims existed was more fluid than what he argues.

Chapter 2 examines, on the local level, how public
schools implemented Americanization education in K-12
In chapter 1, for instance, Mirel rejects scholars’ schools and adult education centers between 1890 and
overly simplistic binary, between individuals who be- 1930. This chapter efficiently highlights the objectives
lieved in the racial superiority of persons of Nordic and of Americanization, and the way in which educators deAnglo-Saxon descent, or the “racial restrictionists,” and signed curricula to meet these goals. Mirel clearly identhe cultural pluralists, who argued for ethnic and racial tifies the pedagogical outcomes desired by the educators,
equality (p. 6).[2] Based on a study of published works reinforcing the Anglo-American civilization that relied
from 1890-1930, this chapter instead focuses on subtrends on the following core pillars: loyalty to the United States
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and the principles of democracy, participation in local
political organizations, and enlistment in the army. The
chapter does not offer an innovative point of view on the
topic but it powerfully describes its functioning. In particular, Mirel points out that, besides the unavoidable focus on proficiency in the English language, Americanization curricula reinforced democratic ideals through
instruction in U.S. history that was focused on heroes.
Moreover, Mirel shows that programs in three cities, Detroit, Cleveland, and Chicago, evolved, in their foundations, from philosophies based on assimilation to ones
based on cultural pluralism and amalgamationism.

In the fourth chapter, Mirel examines the immediate post-Progressive Era: 1930-50. He aims to identify
the way in which the Depression and recent European
outbursts of fascism shaped Americanization education
in the United States. He identifies the resurgence of
ethnic nationalism (that he calls, this time, “nativism”)
which had been toned down at the end of the Progressive Era. He reminds readers that the general atmosphere
of suspicion toward immigrants whose country of origin had transgressed U.S. principles of democracy caused
substantial waves of naturalization. Mirel sees the nativist trend being balanced by an intercultural campaign
launched by immigrants. Mirel observes that immigrants
In the third chapter, Mirel makes a strong scholarly
often culturally affiliated themselves with the contempocontribution to the history of education. Here, he dis- rary government of their country of origin (like Italians
cusses immigrants’ responses to Americanization educa- with Benito Mussolini’s regime). He highlights the imtion in the same time period, 1890-1930. He cites the migrants’ resistance to social and cultural pressures in
foreign language newspapers that, although translated U.S. media as he points out the case in which editors
into English, had remained unused by scholars. The audenounced discrimination against immigrants in poputhor convincingly argues that immigrants used their publar culture. While underlining the resurgence of ethnic
lications to discuss Americanization education. In his nationalism, Mirel argues that immigrants and educastudy, Mirel highlights the little agency that immigrants tors renegotiated the focus of Americanization education
had in spite of unequal power relationships. As a result, to an intercultural perspective: immigrant cultures were
Mirel shows the way in which the editors adjusted the no more denied as they provided society with “cultural
principles and means of Americanization education to fit
gifts.”[3]
their cultures and advertised the tweaked final product
to their respective communities. It also highlights the
Overall, Patriotic Pluralism revives the scholarly work
relevance of immigrants’ newspapers in displaying im- on Americanization education by featuring voices from
migrant communities’ responses and accentuates the ex- the immigrant communities. It also rightfully calls out
tent to which the immigrant press, as a whole, promoted the oversimplification of the nature of assimilationism in
cultural integration in the United States. In this chap- previous scholarly studies. Yet Mirel’s study lacks consister, Mirel gets to the core of his research, introducing tency and precision, especially his concepts of “ethnic nahis interpretation of the concept of “patriotic pluralism” tionalism,” “nativism,” and “racial restrictionism.” If there
that he says Chicago demonstrated the best. Mimick- is a nuance between these terms, the author did not exing the term “cultural pluralism,” which referred to indi- plicitly convey it. Mirel’s book is ambitious as it has four
viduals who assimilated into U.S. culture while keeping distinct missions: rethinking Americanization education
their own cultural values, Mirel defines patriotic plural- in the context of patriotic allegiance, rethinking Ameriism as the possibility for immigrants to feel allegiance to canization in the larger debate of ethnic and civic nationmore than one nation. Across the three cities’ immigrant alism, featuring the local applications of Americanization
presses, Mirel observes that the foreign language press education, and identifying the nature of immigrants’ repushed for cultural pluralism as a way to promote a cul- sponses to Americanization programs. It is regrettable
tural heritage among immigrants. Simultaneously, these that as a consequence, the chapters seem disconnected
presses published extensive narratives featuring how U.S. from one another.
heroes rightfully challenged unfair government and past
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